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 Summary of:

MWRA BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ MEETING

June 26, 2002
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A meeting of the Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority was held on June 26, 2002 at
the Charlestown Navy Yard. Present: Andrew Pappastergion and Joseph Foti, Advisory Board Representatives;
Donald Mitchell and Lucile Hicks, Gubernatorial Representatives; Vincent Mannering and Antonia Pollak, City of
Boston Representatives; Joseph MacRitchie, City of Quincy Representative. Absent: Chairman Robert Durand,
Gubernatorial Representative; John Carroll, Advisory Board Representative; Marie Turner, Town of Winthrop
Representative.

Agenda

Approvals

Contract Amendments/Change Orders

Information

AGENDA

Report of the Chair

No report.

Report of the Executive Director

Fred Laskey, MWRA Executive Director, reported that Friday, June 28th, is the retirement date for MWRA employees
that are participating in the Early Retirement Program. Final figures on the number of retirees and the full impact of
the Program will not be realized until after June 28th.

Mr. Laskey informed the Board that on Tuesday, June 25th, Verizon's fiber-optics system experienced a major
breakdown that was initially blamed on MWRA. The location of the breakdown was at Western Avenue on the
Brighton/Allston line. Sections of South Boston, Brighton and Boston proper were impacted by the loss of service.

MWRA construction was initially implicated as the cause of the breakdown, due to a work site that interacted with a
Verizon conduit. Mr. Laskey explained that prior to construction, staff thoroughly researched the area and worked
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closely with Verizon upon learning that its fiber-optics system ran along an MWRA construction easement. R. Zoppo
and MWRA worked around Verizon's schedule, brought in a Dig Safe team and followed all other required procedures
and approvals.

During the Board meeting Mr. Laskey received a call from the President of Verizon. He stated that, having determined
that MWRA had followed all procedures, Verizon would take all responsibility for the system breakdown and make a
press announcement to clarify the matter.

Mr. Laskey informed the Board that last weekend, Martin Cianciulli, a labor employee at the Chelsea Facility, passed
away unexpectedly. The Board approved Mr. Laskey's recommendation, based on a request by many MWRA
employees, that the muster room at the Chelsea Facility be named in Mr. Cianciulli's memory.
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APPROVALS

Thirty-Ninth Supplemental Resolution: Authorization to Issue $430 Million of Refunding Bonds

The Board voted to adopt the thirty-ninth Supplemental Resolution authorizing the issuance of up to $430 million of
MWRA Subordinated General Revenue Refunding Bonds and the supporting Issuance Resolution. The issuance will
refund $466 million of debt issued in 1992. The cost of this refunding will be included under debt service in future
years. The FY03 budget includes $17.96 million for this item, which is an $8.7 million reduction from the debt service
on the Series B Bonds that are being refunded. This is the largest debt refunding the Authority has done since 1993 and
the savings from it have largely been built into MWRA's ten-year rate projections.

Mr. Pappastergion asked staff whether all refinancing opportunities are being pursued. Staff responded that it is
confident that all options are being explored. Joseph Favaloro, Executive Director of the MWRA Advisory Board,
stated that "the name of the game is refinancing and restructuring. It may be time to reintroduce the Financial Advisor
to the Board meetings. [The Advisory Board] believes that MWRA cannot simply set an arbitrary savings threshold of
4%. What if there are opportunities at 3.6%?"

Mr. Favaloro then asked Ken Wissman, MWRA Treasurer, whether the adoption of this refunding authorization would
in any way hinder the Authority from restructuring nearly $105 million in 2002 - 2007 maturities that were not part of
a previous rate swap. Mr. Wissman responded that this authorization would not hinder future restructuring options for
the $105 million that Mr. Favaloro referenced.

Mr. Mannering noted his agreement with Mr. Favaloro and questioned how the Authority reached its 4% refinancing
target. Mr. Laskey offered a major presentation by MWRA's financial staff and advisors for the Board at its September
meeting.

Adoption of Certain Provision of Massachusetts General Law, Chapter 32, Section 28K

The Board voted to approve the adoption of the second paragraph of Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 32, Section
28K, for the MWRA Retirement System, pursuant to Section 7 of the MWRA Enabling Act, Acts of 1984, Chapter
372, as amended.

Staff stated that this is an obscure section that allows union members to use leave time as creditable service. However,
such members are required to buy back the time. There is no additional cost to the MWRA Retirement Board or the
Authority.

Extension of Two Employment Contracts, Operations Division

The Board voted to approve one-year extensions to the following MWRA employment contracts:
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1. Eric Gollinger, Technical Assistant, Field Operations, from June 28, 2002 to June 27, 2003, at the current hourly
rate of $13, for an annual compensation not to exceed $25,350; and

2. Thomas J. Myron, Senior Process Control Engineer, Field Operations, from June 4, 2002 to June 3, 2003, at the
current hourly rate of $40, for an annual compensation not to exceed $31,200.

June Position Control Register Amendments - FY02

The Board voted to approve amendments to the Position Control Register. Those that make up the financial impact of
$23,965 are as follows:

Current Title

Senior Financial Analyst

Amended Title

Assistant Finance Manager

Financial Impact

$6,309

Secretary II Secretary I $2,236

Project Manager, Environmental Program Manager, Permits $11,902

Secretary I Executive Secretary $3,516

Staff states in its summary that it will ensure that any cost increases associated with these amendments will not result
in spending over the approved FY03 Wages and Salaries budget.

Appointment of Deputy Director for Capital Construction

The Board voted to approve the Executive Director's recommendation to appoint Francis A. DePola, P.E. to the
position of Deputy Director for Capital Construction in the Capital Engineering and Construction Department at an
annual salary of $104,800 effective July 1, 2002.
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CONTRACT AWARDS

Odor and Corrosion Control of Framingham Extension Sewer/Framingham Extension Relief Sewer, Design and
CA/RI: Montgomery Watson Harza Americas, Inc., Contract 6553

The Board voted to approve the recommendation of the Consultant Selection Panel to select Montgomery Watson
Harza Americas, Inc. (MWH) to provide planning and design support, design and engineering services during
construction for Odor and Corrosion Control of the Framingham Extension Sewer/Framingham Extension Relief Sewer
System. The Board further voted to authorize the Executive Director, on behalf of the Authority, to execute a contract
with MWH in an amount not to exceed $2,292,997.33, for a term of 2,010 days from the Notice to Proceed. The Board
authorized funding of Phase I and Phase II at this time as well. Funding for Phase III will be requested at a future date.

On December 12, 2001, a staff summary recommending the award of Contract 6553 to MWH in an amount not to
exceed $4,223,779.10 was presented to the Board. The Board postponed its award due to a high ratio of engineering
costs to construction costs. Staff believes that although the proposed engineering cost as a percentage of the
construction cost is above existing MWRA guidelines, the overall project cost and level of effort by task are
reasonable and consistent with other MWRA projects and industry experience for a complex facility rehabilitation
project.
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Mr. Mannering asked staff whether the construction cost is expected to increase. Staff responded that design costs will
be satisfied by today's award. The FY03-05 Capital Improvement Program (CIP) budget includes $4,301,000 for
Contract 6553.

Fort Point Channel and BOS019 Storage Conduits Design and Construction Services: Fay, Spofford & Thorndike,
Inc., Contract 6258

The Board voted to approve the recommendation of the Consultant Selection Panel to select Fay, Spofford &
Thorndike, Inc. (FS&T) to provide design, construction administration and resident inspection services for the Fort
Point Channel and BOS019 Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Storage Conduits. The Board further voted to authorize
the Executive Director, on behalf of the Authority, to execute a contract with FS&T in an amount not to exceed
$2,660,272, with design phase services being authorized and funded at this time.

Mr. Mannering asked staff why the highest bidder was selected for this Contract. Staff explained that FS&T's proposal
offered the best overall bid and its cost was negotiated downward after completion of the selection process. Mr.
Mannering stated that it appears MWRA is selecting its own choice rather than the lowest bidder. Staff responded that
there are several criteria that can override cost. All procurements are individually negotiated and evaluated.

The approved FY02-04 CIP includes $3,019,000 for Contract 6258, Fort Point Channel and BOS019 Storage Facilities,
Design and Construction Administration Services.

Painting/Coating - Phase II, Deer Island Treatment Plant: Contract S378

The Board voted to authorize the Executive Director, on behalf of the Authority, to approve the award of Contract
S378, Painting/Coating - Phase 2, Deer Island Treatment Plant (DITP), to the lowest responsive bidder. The Board
further voted to authorize the Executive Director, on behalf of the Authority, to execute and deliver said Contract in an
amount not to exceed $1.1 million for a term of 365 days from the Notice to Proceed.

Bids for Contract S378 were opened on June 18, 2002, with prices ranging from $890,000 to $1,412,000. The two
lowest bidders did not submit MBE/WBE participation documentation as required, while the third lowest bidder
requested a partial waiver of the requirements.

A subsequent review of the bid specifications has resulted in the determination that it would be in MWRA's best
interest to reject all bids and re-bid the contract without MBE/WBE requirements. Staff explained that this Contract
involves substantial exterior painting/coating work that must be performed during warm weather to ensure proper
adhesion. Because the next Board meeting is not until August 14, 2002, staff requested immediate Board authorization
for Mr. Laskey to approve, award and execute Contract S378 to the lowest bidder so that work may begin as soon as
possible.

Shaft 7 to WASM 3: Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc., Contract 6384

The Board voted to approve the recommendation of the Consultant Selection Panel to select Parsons Brinckerhoff
Quade & Douglas, Inc. (PBQ&D) to provide design and construction services for the Northeast Branches of the Shaft
7 to WASM 3 Connecting Main. The Board further voted to authorize the Executive Director, on behalf of the
Authority, to execute a contract with PBQ&D in an amount not to exceed $2,942,525 for a term of seventy months
from the Notice to Proceed.

This project will provide new feeds into WASM 3, which will consist of new pipeline as well as rehabilitation of
existing old mains. The improvements will provide redundant supplies to local communities in the event of failure of
any segment of WASM 3.

The FY03-05 CIP includes $2,795,613 for Contract 6384, resulting in a $146,912 shortfall. Staff states in its summary
that if this additional amount should cause the CIP budget to exceed the ten-year cap or the cap for any of the first
three years, reductions will be made elsewhere to offset the increase.
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Community Leak Detection Services: Heath Consultants, Inc., Contract W190

The Board voted to approve the recommendation of the Consultant Selection Panel to select Heath Consultants, Inc. to
provide technical services in leak detection. The Board further voted to authorize the Executive Director, on behalf of
the Authority, to execute a contract with Heath Consultants in an amount not to exceed $539,100 for a term of three
years from July 1, 2002.

MWRA's leak detection regulations require that each user community conduct a leak detection and repair program
once every two years, which covers its entire water distribution system. Communities may use in-house staff, procure
contractors or use the services of a contractor that MWRA procures. MWRA's present contractor, Heath Consultants,
has a contract that expires on June 30, 2002. Heath Consultants was selected again based on past performance and
lowest overall cost of the three contract bidders.

Community expenditures for leak detection services are posted to a deferred billing account until reimbursement is
received the following fiscal year. This account allows MWRA to incur community expenses until reimbursement is
received. The arrangement has no impact on the Current Expense Budget.
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CONTRACT AMENDMENTS/CHANGE ORDERS

Regional Infiltration/Inflow Management Planning Services: Malcolm Pirnie, Inc., Contract 6740, Amendment 1

The Board voted to authorize the Executive Director, on behalf of the Authority, to approve Amendment 1 to extend
the time for completion of Contract 6740 with Malcolm Pirnie, Inc., Regional Infiltration/Inflow Management Planning
Services (I/I), by one year to June 21, 2003.

Contract 6740 was entered into for assistance with I/I and Sanitary Sewer Overflow (SSO) mitigation. The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was scheduled to publish a national SSO Rule in early 2001. The Rule was to
involve additional detail to MWRA's existing operation and maintenance plan. However, the Bush Administration put
the release of the Rule on hold pending further review. The revised publishing date of the new national SSO Rule is
fall 2002, making it necessary to extend the term of Contract 6740.
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INFORMATION REPORTS

Internal Audit Department Activities Report

Staff of the Internal Audit Department (IAD) presented the Board with an Activity Report for the period of July 1,
1999 through December 31, 2001. This is the eighth report that the IAD has completed since it was founded in 1988 to
ensure adequate auditing of the Boston Harbor Project and other capital programs.

The purpose of this particular audit was to determine whether recommendations made in 1999 on several areas have
been complied with. The recommendations included the following:

Implement inventory controls at Deer Island warehousing operation;
Ensure accuracy and reliability of MWRA's report on Monthly Management Indicators (Yellow Notebook);
Review buying and usage patterns within operating segments of MWRA;
Ensure procedures on chemical delivery and acceptance are being adhered to;
Ensure compliance with procedures on payment of prevailing wages by contractors and subcontractors on
MWRA construction projects;
Review Purchase Card Program, which provides an alternative method to make purchases of $500 or less; and
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Evaluate employee compliance with procedures and work practices contained in MWRA Safety and Health
Manual.

Ms. Hicks asked whether IAD staff would like to highlight for the Board any particular issues of concern. Staff
responded that it has found that warehouse security has improved and spare parts that are turned over by contractors
are being routinely priced. An inventory of the warehouse was conducted as well. Overall, MWRA management and
individual departments are responsive to audit inquiries and recommendations. While obtaining responses can take
time, the IAD is generally pleased with its progress.

North Dorchester Bay/Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduits and Reserved Channel CSO Facility: Parsons
Brinckerhoff/Metcalf & Eddy Joint Venture, Contract 6220, Phase 1 Update

MWRA has undertaken a reassessment of CSO control alternatives for North Dorchester Bay and Reserved Channel in
South Boston. Currently, staff is conducting Phase I of the reassessment. Staff has identified, from among the full
range of alternatives (165), a more manageable set of the most promising CSO control options to be carried forward
for more detailed evaluation. At this time, no specific CSO alternative or site is being recommended.

Staff focused its presentation to the Board on four control options:

1. North Dorchester Bay Interceptor Relief/Reserved Channel Separation:

Estimated cost of $100 million;
Requires construction of five-foot diameter relief pipe, but no above-ground facilities;
Eliminates predicted CSO discharges along beaches in typical years;
Does not change existing stormwater discharges to beaches;
Requires construction of new storm drains and/or sewers in most streets in areas tributary to Reserved Channel
outfalls;
Following completion, approximately two CSO activations would still occur in typical years and separate
stormwater pollutant load to Reserved Channel would increase over current levels.

2. North Dorchester Bay Storage Conduit/Reserved Channel Separation:

Estimated cost of $130-$230 million;
Requires construction of storage conduit to capture CSO and separate both stormwater from outfalls along
beaches and sewer upstream from Reserved Channel;
Requires construction of thirteen-foot diameter soft-ground tunnel or nineteen-foot diameter deep rock tunnel;
Flows in storage conduit would be pumped back to Deer Island after storms;
If storage capacity exceeded, excess flows would continue to discharge to North Dorchester Bay.

3. North Dorchester Bay Storage with Phased North Dorchester Bay Separation/Reserved Channel Separation:

Estimated cost of $190-$270 million;
Requires construction of storage conduit to capture CSO and stormwater from outfalls along beaches, followed
by sewer separation of upstream combined sewers;
Requires construction of thirteen-foot diameter soft-ground tunnel or twenty-foot diameter deep rock tunnel;
Storage conduit would have pump-out facility downstream and odor control facility upstream;
After storms, contents of storage conduit would be pumped back to interceptor system for conveyance to Deer
Island.

4. North Dorchester Bay CSO Relocation/Reserved Channel Consolidation:

Estimated cost of $220-$330 million;
Requires construction of thirteen-foot diameter soft-ground tunnel leading to 600 mgd pumping station for
screening and disinfection, with odor control facilities at upstream ends of relocation/consolidation conduits;
CSO discharges along beaches would be permanently eliminated.
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Staff believes that both total and partial elimination of CSOs must be considered. Because MWRA is not the sole
source of CSOs, elimination by sewer separation in South Boston would not end CSOs along South Boston beaches.
For example, MWRA is not related to Columbus Park Headworks, which experiences backups and would continue to
impact beaches regardless of MWRA's ultimate CSO controls. In fact, staff would not continue pursuing the sewer
separation alternative if not for citizens' and public officials' requests for MWRA to do so.

Staff explained that the best reasons for not pursuing sewer separation are that this alternative would not eliminate
CSOs along South Boston beaches and it costs millions more than other effective alternatives. Ultimately the impact of
each alternative on water quality will not be known until a study is completed. Staff added that the greatest uphill
battle could be in seeking a change in water quality standards. "For $100 million we'll fight," stated Mr. Pappastergion.

The FY02-04 CIP includes $207,244,000 for planning, design and construction of the North Dorchester Bay and
Reserved Channel project, of which $12,865,000 has been spent. The approved FY03-05 CIP contains $210,204,000
for North Dorchester Bay.

Update on Framingham Extension Sewer Odor and Corrosion Control Program

Since the Board was last updated in April, staff has met with Framingham, Natick and Ashland officials to discuss
their plans for coming into compliance with sulfide limits.

Ashland indicated that it would be using chemical additions to reduce the amount of sulfide coming from its system.
Additional actions by Ashland include upgrading and installing chemical treatment at two pump stations, replacing a
siphon, redesigning a force main to generate less hydrogen sulfide, adding new gravity sewers, eliminating three pump
stations, and instituting both a wastewater maintenance program and a grease trap regulation.

Framingham officials worked with a consultant that offered long-term recommendations to reduce sulfide generation
within the Town's system, including an aggressive operation and maintenance program, structural changes, increased
enforcement of grease trap regulations, and development of a Comprehensive Wastewater Management Plan.

Natick's consultant recommended that the Town change the operating cycle of three pump stations and possibly
eliminate an overflow wet well.

MWRA's costs associated with addressing the odor and corrosion problem include construction; design and
engineering; chemical additions; consultant fees; and staff time for sampling and lab analysis.

Strategies for Addressing Wachusett Reservoir Railroad Crossing

The operation of the Guilford Rail System (GRS), which crosses the Wachusett Reservoir, has been an ongoing matter
of concern for the Board. Since September 11th, the transportation of hazardous waste has generated great interest
nationwide with regard to terrorism threats.

The issue that MWRA and the Division of Watershed Management (DWM) are addressing is that, although it is
located along and across the Wachusett Reservoir, the operation of the GRS falls under interstate commerce, which
states do not have authority over. The GRS Law Department has also shared its position with Robert Varney, EPA
Regional Administrator. In response, MWRA and DWM recently sent a letter to Secretary Mineta of the (federal)
Department of Transportation, recommending that all rail cargoes of hazardous and contaminated materials be rerouted
to avoid risk of contamination of public drinking water supplies.
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This summary does not include every item discussed by the Board, nor the full extent of the discussions. Please contact
Nathalie Grady at the Advisory Board Office with questions, comments and requests for additional information.
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